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Wind tunnel tests on a h&f span mcd.eZ to detezmine the sntisymmdric 
flutter characteristics of a delta wing are described. The model had B 
leading edge sweepback of 45' and a tip dwrd 1/16th of the root chord, 
The effect of fuselage rolling moment of inertia on critical flutter speed 
and frequency was investigated. The results showthatbcdyf'reedomfluttez 
is obteined under conditions of fuselsge rolling moment af inertia that ere 
representative of full scale, and that the flutter speeds sre considerably 
higher and the frequencies loner than tith the root fixed. With large 
values of fuselage rdling mcanent of inertia disturbed root flutter OCCWS, 
the speeds sgein being higher than tith the root fixed. 
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1 Introduction 

Experimental and theoretical investigations of 
flutter by Frazer and Duncan', Houbolt2 and Gaukrogc 3 

tisymmetric wing 
have shown that with 

swept and unsivept KUlgs, flutter speeds greater than the fixed root flutter 
speeds arc obtained when the wings arc allowed a body freedom in roll. The 
present report describes a w.nd tunnel investigation of antisymmetric flutter 
on a wing of delta planform. The model is similar to that used in an inves- 
tigation of symmetric flutter rrith body freedoms in normal translation and 
pit&, thus enabling a direct comparison to be made of the symmetric and 
sntisymnetric flutter characteristics of this particular delta planform. 

The test results show that two forms of flutter occur, corresponding to 
the 'body freedom' and 'disturbed root' forms of antisymmetric flutter on a 
sweptback v&433. 'Ihe flutter speeds in both forms of flutter are consider- 
ably higher than that of the wing with the root fixed. !Che value of the 
fuselage rolling moment of inertia at wb iah the transition occurs from one 
form of flutter to the other is much greater than the corresponding value 
for a sweptback wing. Values of fuselage rolling moment of inertid that are 
likely to occur in practice are shown to be associated with the ba3.y freedom 
form of flutter. 

2 Model details 

2.1 Wine, 

The wing was of delta planf'orm with 4.5O sweepback of the leading edge 
(F&l). A half' span model was used having a span of 45 inches, root chord 
@ inches and tip chord 3 inches. A single spar of spruce at 39j chord 
formed the main structuralmcmber, and compoq'te spruce end balsa ribs were 
glued to the spar at 1 inch spacing. The ri\ which were 5/16 inch thick, 
were of symmetrical aerofoil soction, (RAE 'd, and. had a thickness/chord 
ratio of 0.10. ?%a leadzng and trailing edges of the ting were stiffened 
xith cartridge paper glued to the ribs, but a small unstiffened section was 
left betnreen each rib. The structwe was cwercd with silk, doped with a 
solution of Vaseline in chloroform. Lead weights were built into the ribs 
to give an overall inertia axis for the xing at LX@ chord. Each weight was 
proportional to the square of the local rib chord. The weight of the wing, 
including the root fixing block, xms 16.12 lb. !hie rolling moment of inertia 
was measured by timing oscillations in still air about the axis of rolling 
bcdyfreedan. The resulting moment of inertia - effectively the rolling 
moment of inertia of the viing about the centre line of the aircrsft - Was 

4,123 lb in2. 

!Che wing was attached to a rig that allowed body freedom in roll about 
the root; the rig is shown diagrammatically in Figure 2. 'The wing, which 
was mounted vertically in the wind tunnel, was attached at its root end to 
a rigid framework. The framewrk was supported by two ball races, fore and 
aft of the ming root giving the wing freedom to roll about an axis parallel 
lx the airflovr, and corresponding to the centre lint of an aircraft. A 
lever arm extended vertically downward from the framework, and at the end 
of this srm a tube was fitted which projected horizontally to a point out- 
side the tunnel working section, where it was supported by a long vertical. 
cord. A ball bearing joint formed the junction of the tube and the lever 
m-m. FrcmFigure 2 it may be seen that by attaching weights to the tube, 
the rolling moment of inertia of the rig (or fuselage) could be varied. 
For stabilieing the model a pair of s@ngs was attached to the lever arm 
to provide a restoring moment when the axing was displaced in roll. The 
frequency of oscillation was obtained from a make-and-bresk contact on the 
lever srm which operated an electrical counting device. 
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3 Wid tunnel tests 

The tests were made in the R.A.E. 5 foot open jet wind tunnel, end the 
rolling axis of the r&g coincided with the edge of the tunnel nozzle. 

The rolling moment of inertia of the fuselage was varied frcm a large 
positive value down to zero, end by using stabilizZng springs of high stiffness, 
(acting as large negative masses under oscillatory conditions), some negative 
values of fuselage rolling moment uf inertia were obtained. At each flutter 
condition, the critical flutter speed and frequency mere measured. 

4 Teat results ad discussion 

The results ~8 the tests are shown in Fig.3 in which flutter speed .ancl 
frequency are plotteil against fuselage rolling moment of inertia. It till be 
seen that two forms of flutter, represented by two branches of the flutter speed 
ana frequency -es, are obtained. %.th negative values of the fuselage roll- 
ing moment of inertia the flutter is of the body freedom form. The characteris- 
tic cd' this flutter is the large amplitude of the wing in roll relative to the 
wing flexural and torsional displacements. The flutter speed is above anti the 
frequency below the corresponding fixed root values. As the fuselage ~llling 
moment cf inertia is increased through zero into the positive range the flutter 
speed increases and the frequency falls slightly, the mode remdning 
the same. 

essentidly 
At a critical value u2 the fuselage rolling moment of inertia (1110 

lb in2. for the wing tested) a transition occurs; for sny value of moment CO? 
inertia greater then that at the transition the flutter is of the "disturbed 
root" form, The tic uf oscillation in this flutter closely resanbles the fixed 
root flutter mode, but there is a srrdl rolling amplitude compared nith the 
amplitdes in v&g flexure and torsion. The flutter speed reaches a maximum at 
transition, which is approximately 1.75 times the fixed root flutter speed.. The 
flutter frequency in the disturbed root form is higher tbz.n tt?nt a? the fixed 
root value, giving a discontinuity in the frequency curve at transition. 

If the fuselage rolling moment of' inertia is incieased beyond the value at 
transition the flutter speed falls rapidly at fFrst ad then less rapidly; it 
nay be assumed that it beconu?s asymptotic to the fixed root flutter speed as in 
the case of the weptback ting3. The flutter frequency remsins practically 
constant for disturbed root flutter over the range tested, although Figure 3 
indicates some increase in frequency for the dmum value of rolling moment of 
inertia that was tested. However, with very large vslues of rolling moment of 
inertio (approximating to fixed. root conditions) the flutter speed and frequency 
mill both tend to the fixed root values. 

The results of the tests indicate that in the practical range of values of 
rolling moment of inertia of the fuselage, the flutter speeds are likely to be 
considerr.bly higher than the fixed root speed. As in the case of aircraft with 
sweptback wings the value a? the fuselage rolling moment of inertia of the delta 
d.ng airwaft is unlikely to exceed a fifth of the rolling mcanent of inertia of 
the wings. In Figure 3 this value has been dicated in the diagrams, and it 
may be seen that the practical range of values of fuselage rolling moment at? 
inertia, from zero to a fifth of the wing rolling moment of inertia, falls 
entirely mithin the boay freedom flutter region. 

Two interesting points maybe noted from a comparison af the present test 
results ana of similar tests on a sweptback wingf,. First, the flutter speeds 
occurri;lg with the delta wing are considerably higher in relation to the fixed 
root speed than are those of the smeptback tig. Secondly, the transition Prom 
b&y freedom to disturbed root flutter occurs at a much higher value a? fuselage 
rolling moment of inertia for the deltn than for the sweptback vdng. 



5 Comparison of symmetric and antisvualetric characteristics 

The model used in the present tests was basically similar to that used 
in an earlier investigation of symmetric flutter of a delta win&. The only 
structural difference was that the cartridge paper along the leading and 
trailing edges of the present wing was discontinuous whereas in the earlier 
tests it hsd been continuous. Apart from this the two wings were made to 
the same design. In comparing the two sets of results flutter speeds are 
considered relative to the fixed root speeds, as the latter were not the 
ssme for both wings. 

In comparing tho synrmetric snd antisymmetric flutter characteristics 
there is a striking similarity betieen the conclusions to be drawn from the 
tests on the sweptback and delta tings. The following paragraph, which is 
taken from the report on the antisynuaetric flutter of sweptback vzlngsp, may 
be quoted here since it applies equally to the delta ning. 

"In the antisymmetric case, whichever form of flutter occurs flutter 
speeds are never less than the fixed root flutter speed. In the symmetric 
cas& disturbed root flutter gives flutter speeds above the fixed root 
flutter speeds, but body freedom flutter can give speeds below it. It may 
therefore be concluded that both symmetric and antisymmetric flutter must be 
considered except for those conditions in which symmetric bcdyfreedom 
flutter occurs at speeds below the fixed root flutter speed and in which 
symmetric flutter will therefore occur before sntisynanetric flutter." 

In the case of the sweptback wing it is possible that symmetric body 
freedom flutter v&L1 occur under certain smepback and fuselage inertia 
conditions5,5, but for the delta wing this form of flutter is unlikely to 
occur in practice., and it maybe concluded that the fined root flutter 
speed for the delta wing is always likely to be lower than any of the 
symmetric or antisynxaetric forms of flutter that may occur in practice. 

6 Conclusions 

6.1 Iwo forms of antisymnetric flutter maybe obtained for the delta, 
"body freedom" or "disturbed root". The occurrence cd' either form is 
dependent upon the fuselage rolling moment of inertia. 

6.2 !Che body freedarm form of flutter occurs over a wide range of vslues of 
fuselage rolling moment of inertia. Tkis range includes the values that are 
likely to be found in practical designs. 

6.3 'lhe body freedom ilutter speeds are above, and the frequencies below, 
the fixed root values. 

6.4 The disturbed root form of flutter occurs nith large values of fuselage 
rolling moment of inertia. Both flutter speed and frequency are higher than 
the corresponding fired root vclues. !Che flutter speed fslls as the fuse- 
lage rolling mcrment of inertia is increased. 

6.5 Flutter tests on similar delta nings -66th symmetric and antisynrmetric 
body freedoms indicate that for sny practical design either case may be the 
ran-e critical, but flutter speeds below that with the root fixed are unlikely 
to occur. 
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